
Finding all the 
underflows in mainnet  

token contracts

Using eveem.org and BigQuery

http://eveem.org


Can you spot a backdoor here?



Obviously, it’s here



Obviously, it’s here



Obviously, it’s here

should be `assert ()`, not `assert`
a lack of ‘()’ causes assert to never kick in, which means 

assert(c => a) is never called in safeAdd, and you can 
call transfer with any value

https://etherscan.io/address/0x926e6e18c420861dbf32ccbee0686577a26dd00f



The same contract looks like this in Eveem decompiled code

… compared to a regular ERC-20 transfer

It’s a bit more obvious that the check for _value is missing



Eveem also has a machine-parsable JSON output

can be represented like this

…which is so easy to analyse that a Javascript junior dev could do it.



Let’s analyse this with 40 lines of javascript!

(Warning!) 
The code you’re about to see: 

- was written by a Python developer 
- may be cringe-worthy 
- works surprisingly well,  

considering it misses many edge cases 
- available here https://github.com/kolinko/asterix

https://github.com/kolinko/asterix


Let’s parse this with 50 lines of javascript!

for every line - check for underflow

every ‘if’ is an ‘if-else’ in Eveem 
traces

every Eveem trace is a 
tree structure, unlike human 

readable code, ‘if’ always ends 
the flow making it easy to analyse

knows_true contains all the 
‘if’ conditions that were 
passed to reach the line



Let’s parse this with 50 lines of javascript!

check all storage writes that have 
subtraction

for expression 
`left - right` 

look for a guarantee 
on the path that 

`left < right`

if it’s there, the line is 
‘safe’, probably

if it’s not there, we may 
have an underflow, return 

this line as a suspect



Eveem trace conventions there are no SUBs in Eveem traces

if there is a concrete number, 
it will be a first parameter in 

MULs and ADDs

no ADDs or nested MULs,

conditions never have 
ORs or ANDs

Obviously, this is a basic function that will generate 
both false positives and negatives. A proper solver 
would be useful here.



A wrapper, for completness’ sake

Nothing interesting here really.



Now, to the fun part…



All the decompiled contracts are available through API:

https://eveem.org/code/{address}.json

but more importantly, as a BigQuery dataset

$ bq query --use_legacy_sql=false 'select count(*) from `showme-1389.eveem.contracts` where ver="v4"' 

Waiting on bqjob_r41a895380f02e8dc_00000168e8ceb786_1 ... (0s) Current status: DONE    

+---------+ 
|   f0_   | 
+---------+ 
| 1392705 | 
+—————————+ 

… and BigQuery allows javascript user-defined functions in queries :)

https://eveem.org/code/


… so, we can query all the mainnet contracts using our script!

execute the filter on all the 
contracts in BigQuery

and print them out, 
along with a human-readable 

function source! :)

Do we dare to run it? 

Yes we do!



20 seconds later… 364 contracts found (out of 1.5M)



20 seconds later… 364 contracts found (out of 1.5M)

Here’s our friend!

And here are some free tokens printed out



20 seconds later… 364 contracts found (out of 1.5M)

But also some false positives



20 seconds later… 364 contracts found (out of 1.5M)

And some more false positives…



After some aggressive cleanup of false positives

364 159 “exploitable” contracts found (out of 1.5M)

None of them have any significant Eth or activity on them.

Don’t panic!



The ones with no _value checks…



Using Solidity comments is not a good enough protection!



This one is easy to miss for a human…



This one looks almost deliberate…



Some transferFroms that forget to check allowance

0x329bCA83b582006ca1FE2c1CF8BBd94AD0e6033a
0x3ba02d651116DFEDfb996700fee13137305714B4



And one more

… having 480 holders, 689 transactions, and this nice announcement 
some time ago…

\



And here, we’re checking one allowance 
and decreasing another one.

24k transactions,  5k holders, currently active. 

Their support was informed before publishing the article. 



Actually, a few more share the 
same pattern… 



Ok, two more and we’re done! 



These ones are so bizzare it’s probably a feature not a bug 



And these guarantee deflation pretty nicely! 



So, what’s next? 



 

 
Splitting decompilation from analysis seems like a good idea: 

- high speed (decompilation takes ~1s, analysis <100ms for most contracts) 

- thanks for BigQuery, finding all affected contracts out of 1.5M lasts ~20sec total 
- it allows for fast testing and iteration of analysis tools 

- analysis tools can be written very easily - even without a proper 
solver it’s possible to get good results 

- seeing dozens function implementations in one spot is amazing 
 

Most of the affected contracts seem like a some sort of testing that never went live. 
Some of it is deliberate scams or games. Almost none are genuine mistakes, 
fortunately. 

There is no way an unassisted human can perform a good Solidity code audit - there 
are simply too many ways to hide bad stuff.

Conclusions



Read more

• Decompiled sources and JSON form 
www.eveem.org 


• “Analysing 1.2M contracts in 20 seconds using Eveem and BigQuery”  
https://medium.com/google-cloud/analysing-1-2m-mainnet-contracts-in-20-seconds-using-eveem-and-bigquery-
f69b6d66c7b2


• Analyser sources - you can run all this yourself 
https://github.com/kolinko/asterix


• BigQuery quickstarts 
https://cloud.google.com/bigquery/docs/quickstarts 

http://www.eveem.org
https://medium.com/google-cloud/analysing-1-2m-mainnet-contracts-in-20-seconds-using-eveem-and-bigquery-f69b6d66c7b2
https://medium.com/google-cloud/analysing-1-2m-mainnet-contracts-in-20-seconds-using-eveem-and-bigquery-f69b6d66c7b2
https://github.com/kolinko/asterix


• Asterix (analysis script) is extremely basic, it wouldn’t take much to improve it to get 
some amazingly better results. 

• Panoramix (decompiler) is not yet open source, but let me know if you’d like to work 
on it 

• Eveem is a self-funded single-person operation, any help will be useful really :)

Get involved

Small print
Analysis code was simplified slightly to make it easier to understand - the ‘results’ slides show contracts filtered 
only to simple transfer/transferFrom functions. without the filter, there are 61k results, most of them false positives 
 
The ~300 contract list was checked automatically for the ones that have recent transactions or Ether on them, the 
results were published only after being reasonably sure no significant loss would happen from exploits 

There may be some minor inaccuracies on the slides that were necessary to keep the explanations simple. 



• Alexey from Bloxy.info 
for the idea of doing automated analysis of TransferFrom functions. 

• Allen Day from BigQuery/Google  
for introduction to BigQuery. 

• ETHSecurity community, and people from other decompilation/analysis 
projects for support and good discussions.
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